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October Wish List
In the words of my dear niece, Charlotte, "I'm dreaming of the one I love" (*cue Disney music*).
Also, reality is I'm dreaming of a lot of things these days.
Being nearly 4 months pregnant and all, my shopping desires have definitely turned to accessories,
shoes, outerwear, and makeup (BAH! Who are we kidding? I want that stuff all of the time.). It
doesn't help that I still get so many promo emails with flashy headlines like "bagels+a morning flash
sale!" from J.Crew--I mean WHO CAN IGNORE THAT?!
With that I give you my wish list. Ready?
1. Chinese Laundry Zane Ankle Booties
A friend of mine pinned
http://www.pinterest.com/pin/287948969900663748/
2. Fresh Sugar Lips Legends
I've blogged about Fresh Sugar lips before. Sephora is running a special where you get 7 minis of
my favorite lip product EVER. It's great for testing the product, but also for trying out and expanding
your lip hue collection. If I were my mom, I'd split this gift set between the daughters' stockings this
Christmas. *hint, hint*
3. Pearl + Rhinestone Statement Necklace
I've been on the hunt for an affordable yet cute cluster pearl necklace. My sweet friend was
wearing this necklace the other day. It seriously looked J.Crew-esque. She told me it was a $12
necklace from Forever 21. Um heck yes! I'm hoping to buy this beauty any day.
4. Boba (not Fett, but Bubble Tea)
Something that I miss hugely about California is the variety of Asian food. While I would really love
a great bowl of pho, I've been craving boba tea for weeks. I'm considering buying black tapioca on
ebay and attempting to my make my own from this Pinterest recipe.
5. A Good Pregnancy-Friendly Halloween Costume
I'm considering a lot of different costumes and part of me kind of doesn't want to dress up my evergrowing belly. I want something classy (not showing a ton of skin or being gorey with my belly
involved), so I'm considering going as a skeleton like this one. I'm not down for painting my belly.
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There are a ton of Pinterest ideas that involve painting my belly. I'm keeping that shiz on lockdown.
I do think this is funny.
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